An Interactive Training Workshop on

Monitoring & Evaluation of Projects

24-25 April 2019 | SDPI, Islamabad.
Rs. 15,000 + 16% G.S.T per person investment.

Introduction
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation are the basic tools used to assess progress in project management. By missing any of the components, desired results of a project cannot be successfully achieved. To become a successful manager, one has to have command over all these components. Project M&E is one of the top range courses at SDPI, which may open up new vistas of project management for development practitioners and professionals.

Who Should Attend?
The training workshop is designed for middle and senior level project managers, monitors, evaluators and team leaders, who are directly or indirectly involved in monitoring and/or evaluating projects. The training will be useful for participants from industry, public sector, development organizations, academia, international funding agencies, and consultants.

Registration Fee & Discounts
Rs. 15,000/- + 16% G.S.T per person payable through crossed cheque /bank-drafts/pay orders in favor of Sustainable Development Policy Institute, Islamabad. This fee will cover the cost of stationery, lunch, tea, group photograph and certificates. Various categories of discount for women, students, CLB alumni, SDPI members and multiple nominations are available. HRDN members can also get discount. For details, visit our website

Key Tentative Contents
- Monitoring and Evaluation of Projects
- Types of monitoring and evaluation
- Tools and techniques of M&E
- Key Performance Indicators to measure results
- Situation, Strategy and Stakeholders Analysis
- M&E by using Logical framework approaches
- Result based monitoring and evaluation
- Monitoring and evaluation Framework

Lead Trainer
Shahid M. Minhas has 20 years’ experience in the development sector projects. He has worked with national and International organizations including International Rescue Committee (IRC), International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC) WPF and UNICEF. He has executed, implemented, monitored and evaluated a number of projects across Pakistan, including KPK, Gilgit Baltistan and Azad Kashmir. He has expertise in project design, execution, M&E, and impact evaluation including third party evaluations. He has also conducted a few project evaluations for national and International donors agencies including “Engineers Without Boarders”, A Danish INGO, working in 22 Countries. Mr. Minhas has conducted twenties of national and international workshops on MEAL and has rich experience of situation analysis in a diversified culture. Currently he is heading Centre for Learning and Development (CLD) at Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) a premier think task, in Pakistan.

Register Before 10th April 2019
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Hassan Murtaza Syed or Shahid Minhas
Center for Learning and Development (CLD)
Sustainable Development Policy Institute [SDPI]
Fazl-ul-Haq Road, 3rd Floor, Taimoor Chambers, Blue Area, Islamabad.
www.sdpi.org/CLD  cld@sdpi.org
Tel: +92 [0] 51 2278134
WhatsApp: +92 300 513 6763